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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network consists of one Active Directory domain that contains only domain controllers
that run Windows Server 2003. Your company acquires another company.
You need to provide user accounts for the employees of the newly acquired company. The
solution must support multiple account lockout policies.
What should you do?
A. Upgrade one domain controller to Windows Server 2008. Raise the functional level of the
domain to Windows Server 2003.
B. Upgrade all domain controllers to Windows Server 2008. Raise the functional level of the
domain to Windows Server 2008.
C. Implement Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS).
D. Implement Authorization Manager.
Answer: B
Explanation:
multiple account lockout policies = 2008 & 2008 R2
In Windows Server 2008, you can use fine-grained password policies to specify multiple
password policies and apply different password restrictions and account lockout policies to
different sets of users within a single domain. For example, to increase the security of privileged
accounts, you can apply stricter settings to the privileged accounts and then apply less strict
settings to the accounts of other users. Or in some cases, you may want to apply a special
password policy for accounts whose passwords are synchronized with other data sources.
Domain functional level: The domain functional level must be set to Windows Server 2008 or
higher.

NEW QUESTION: 2
All of the following performance statistics typically benefit country's creditworthiness EXCEPT:
A. Low degrees of savings
B. Low unemployment
C. Low inflation
D. High degrees of investment
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which file is exported by Cisco Transport Planner and is used to provision nodes during
installation?

A. Internal Connections
B. Circuit Report
C. Bill of Materials
D. NE Update
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
See the Exhibit and examine the structure of the SALES, CUSTOMERS, PRODUCTS and ITEMS
tables:
The PROD_ID column is the foreign key in the SALES table, which references the PRODUCTS
table. Similarly, the CUST_ID and TIME_ID columns are also foreign keys in the SALES table
referencing the CUSTOMERS and TIMES tables, respectively.
Evaluate the following the CREATE TABLE command: Exhibit:
Which statement is true regarding the above command?
A. The NEW_SALES table would not get created because the DEFAULT value cannot be specified
in the column definition
B. The NEW_SALES table would not get created because the column names in the CREATE
TABLE command and the SELECT clause do not match
C. The NEW_SALES table would get created and all the NOT NULL constraints defined on the
specified columns would be passed to the new table
D. The NEW_SALES table would get created and all the FOREIGN KEY constraints defined on the
specified columns would be passed to the new table
Answer: C
Explanation:
Creating a Table Using a Subquery
Create a table and insert rows by combining the CREATE
TABLE statement and the AS subquery option.
CREATE TABLE table
[(column, column...)]
AS subquery;
Match the number of specified columns to the number of subquery columns.
Define columns with column names and default values.
Guidelines
The table is created with the specified column names, and the rows retrieved by the
SELECT statement are inserted into the table.
The column definition can contain only the column name and default value.
If column specifications are given, the number of columns must equal the number of
columns in the subquery SELECT list.
If no column specifications are given, the column names of the table are the same as the
column names in the subquery.
The column data type definitions and the NOT NULL constraint are passed to the new
table. Note that only the explicit NOT NULL constraint will be inherited. The PRIMARY KEY
column will not pass the NOT NULL feature to the new column. Any other constraint rules
are not passed to the new table. However, you can add constraints in the column definition.
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